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Abstract. Measurement of RLC-parameters of objects
non-electric nature (for example, biological, agricultural,
environmental, etc.) with high metrological characteristics
is an essential element for building a cyber-physical systems
analytical purposes. The reliability of the measurement
results of the equipment can be provided only by periodic
metrological control over the exploitation conditions.
Traditionally analytical RLC-meters are calibrated by
means of standard samples and it leads to significant
problems in their metrological assurance and complicates
whole procedure. It is suggested to make operating check of
admittance measurement units metrological characteristics
by use of intelligent devices based on code-controlled
measures. Critical analysis of available approaches for
measures creation was carried out and an admittance codecontrolled measure scheme based on active simulators was
designed. The mathematic model for measuring transfer
function, analytical devices calibration process and
advantages of the operating check based code-controlled
measure was presented too.
Index Terms – Code-controlled measures, cyber-physical
systems, measurement channels, operative check of
metrological characteristics, remote auto calibration,
express control, physical-chemical measurements, codecontrolled measure, admittance, metrological characteristics, analytical devices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Creation of cyber-physical systems (CPS) for parameter
monitoring and environment quality management would
contribute to a significant improvement of the ecological
situation, sustainable use of natural resources, including
water and soil. CPS would streamline the collection and
analysis of prognostic parameters of land (soil) in real time
and with linking to spatial coordinates and improve their
certification process and technical supervision over the use
of certified soil. Forming the information base of state
monitoring of soil contamination at the CPS would provide
the appropriate level of management.
To optimize the process of gathering information
about the quality indices (QI) of soil, it is appropriate to
use the admittance method [1, 2], under which nonelectric nature object (soil), placed in the electric circuit
of alternating current, is seen as complicated bipolar
object. Dependency parameters of this object contain
information about relevant physicochemical properties

of the controlled object. As a result of measuring
RLC-parameters of bipolar object, relationship between
electric and relevant physicochemical characteristics will
be set up. This method would be best to control
following important integrated soil QI as the level of
acidity, salinity, humidity and more.
This will encourage admittance soil maps creation
and their use in real time, which will reduce the costs of
inspection and will provide a more objective and
representative information on changing soil properties in
space and heterogeneity of soil parameters compared
with investigations, performed only by classical
methods. Responsiveness to diverse plant growth
conditions will improve yields at the fixed production
costs and / or reduce those costs without reducing yield.
Work оf mobile unit for admittance mapping can be
based on capacitive method.
For example, the electrodes can be made in the form of
discs (they can be attached to a vehicle moving at a constant
speed on the field), which are in contact with the soil and
this will enable to determine the admittance in several
layers of soil at different depths and at specific times.
Thus, the amount of data will be much more dense than
with traditional data collection. Global Positioning Devices
(GPS) will allow to get territorial information distribution.
Admittance maps illustrate contrasting soil zone. Although
the absolute value of admittance will increase with
increasing soil moisture, but the relative values remain
consistently adequate through regular intervals.
In order to ensure a high degree of reliability of RLCmeasurement results for analytical purpose on the base
of CPS it is essential to control the metrological characteristics of measuring channels in place of exploitation [3, 4].
II. THE CONCEPT OF METROLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS EXPRESS CONTROL OF
ADMITTANCE MEASUREMENT UNIT’S
ANALYTICAL PURPOSE
Therefore, the measurement channel calibration of
analytical purpose RLC-meters is proposed to carry out
using intelligent devices based on code-controlled
measures. To do this, first of all, you should prepare
series of standard samples, which will act as a
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concentration measure of controlled object in the whole
possible range of changes. On the basis of results measurements massif in the given frequency band of impedance
(admittance) electrical parameters of this standard samples,
which is the certain object concentration measure, by
precision measure RLC–parameters and finally work up
this results. It is conducted by digital codes matrix Nі
formation for descriptive measurer ZМ, that correspond to
measured parameters of the given object (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. General structure of electrical measure parameters
determination for analytic measurement device calibration

Hereinafter, metrological characteristic control of
admittance measurement is worthwhile to carry out by
substitution method or by differential or compensatory
methods of resistance measurement [5, 6] (Fig. 2).

RC–parameters can be realized as code-controlled boxes,
since complex resistance has a additivity property [7, 8].
The design principle realization is usually used in codecontrolled resistance boxes in which scalable resistors
and electronic shunt keys are parallel connection and
such code-controlled box output resistance with residual
keys parameters is presented in ratio:
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where rki, eki, rkJ, ekJ – resistance of i or j closed key and
residual voltage on them respectively; Rрi , Rрj –
resistance of i or j open key respectively; Ri, Rj –
scalable resistances of i or j code-controlled tetrad; аі –
interconnect coefficient (аі=0 is a key is closed,
respectively, turned off resistance with replicable
resistance measure, аі=1 otherwise); І12 – the current that
flows between clamps 1 and 2 of resistance measure.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of substitution method

For example, at impedance measurement ZХ by substitution method of impedance bridge meters the
measurement result can be presented as [7]
Z cmpХ
,
Z Х = ZM ⋅
(1)
Z cmpМ
where Z cmpX

– comparison arm resistance value at

inclusion in resistance scheme Z X ; Z cmpM – comparison
arm resistance value at inclusion in resistance scheme Z М .
On condition that comparison arm resistance errors at impedance measurement Z X and Z М are approximately the
same δ cmpX ≈ δ cmpM , will have that impedance measurement errors ZX be almost equal the sum of measure error
and two discreteness δ dst errors δ cmpX = δ cmpM + 2δ dst .
III. THE PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF CODE-CONTROLLED ADMITTANCE
(IMPEDANCE) MEASURE
A. Code-controlled boxes
Usually, system substitution scheme measuring converter
and the checking object that is parallel to connection of
resistance and capacitance (Fig. 3). Multivalued measures of

µ2

2

Fig. 3. General scheme of switching admittance
code-controlled measure

In code-controlled capacity boxes scalable elements
are connected with terminal leads parallel by summing
capacity of enabled condenser. After simple transformations on decomposition of expression denominator of
capacitive conductivity parallel parts in a row and
neglecting components of the second order and above of
smallness and will get such expression for the value
evaluation of installed capacitive conductivity Y12 box
Y12 ≅
+
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where Сі – scalable capacity of і order; eki, zki, zpi –
respectively residual voltage, resistance of closed and
open і key; m – orders quantity of capacity box; CП –
parasitic capacitance between clamps 1 and 2 of capacity
box; ω – circular frequency.
Previous analysis shows that in multivalued
measures of RC-parameters residual parameters of
switching elements make a significant error, that limit
their accuracy and discreteness of impedance
reproduction.
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B. Impedance transformer measures
One of the perspective ways to solve this problem is a
use of impedance transformer measures where the
equivalent resistance is formed by means of full
resistance transformation of exemplary element by
transformer converters in equivalent resistance. It
resistance value is proportional to transformation ratio 9,
10]. Use of such devices allows expanding the range of
nominal measures measure (to small impedance) in
100–1000 times. The easiest linear transformer impedance
measure contains an exemplary element of full resistance Z0
and transformer Т, which serves as scalable converter
(Fig. 4). Output terminals of primary winding Т are
connected to current measure clamps 1, 2, and to output
terminals of secondary winding Т current output terminals
of exemplary elements Z0. Potential output terminals of this
element are connected to potential clamps 3, 4 of the
device. As value Z0 elements of any reactivity (inductance,
capacitance, and resistance) can be used with the random
transformer scheme. Equivalent resistance of transformer
measure is determined by the voltage ratio U& 34 , formed
on potential clamps 3, 4, to current I& , that flows in its

Previous analysis shows that disadvantages of impedance code-controlled boxes influence residual parameters of commutation elements. The unit of junior order of
code-controlled box of impedance is limited by resistance value of closed key, does not allow realizing box with
discrete reproduction lower than 0,1 Оhm at a frequency
50 Hz, as resistance of closed key for best reed keys is
0,05 Оhm. The resistance of open key will greatly affect
at reproduction of high values of impedance, as their
values become proportionate. Frequency range of codecontrolled box of impedance is limited by spurious
capacities of open key. Furthermore, the impedance
code-controlled box should have predicted key protection from overvoltage at transient condition. In addition,
the inertia of switching elements significantly limits
action speed of impedance box.
C. The simulators of multilink feedback based
on operational amplifiers м
In general, the simulator of reactance can be implemented based on one active element (operational amplifier OA) covered by feedback via exemplary reactive
element (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. Impedance transformer value scheme.
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The transformation equation of simple linear transformer measure is as follows
.
. m
Z e = Z 0 1 [1 + γ ] ,
m2

.

.

Input conduction YIN = I IN U IN is determined as

(5)

where Z0 – full resistance of exemplary element; m1,
m2 – coil quantity of primary and secondary transformer
windings Т respectively; γ – error of the device
impedance transformation.
Error γ is caused by influence of magnetizing current
of transformer converter, whose presence break
proportionality between the primary and secondary
windings Т currents and causes an effect of secondary
circle bridging of transformation measure (active
resistance R2 of secondary winding Т and exemplary
element Z0) by inductive reactance Х2 of secondary
winding Т. To correct values of this error compensating
elements are used, that leads to significant complications
of scheme-technical realization. Such measures will have
relatively narrow frequency band, complex system of
winding commutation and low accuracy [20, 21].

Y вх =

1
1
z&
+ + 2 ,
z&1 z&3 z&1 ⋅ z&3

(6)

where U& IN , І&IN – input voltage and current measure
respectively.
To compensate for parasitic input conduction 1 z&1
and 1 z&3 can be used negative resistance converters that
are worth to switch on parallel to input clamps. Use of
additional elements leads to measure error incensement,
except, there can be used only resistance boxes on codecontrolled measures or capacitances that leads to
mentioned above disadvantages. Finally, the structure
can loss the stability due to the use of negative resistance
converters during environmental changes.
D. Reactance measures on potentially-stable elements
Potentially-stable measures can be realized based on
operational amplifiers with integrative potential feedback (Fig. 6).
The value of simulated resistance Zi for ideal operational amplifiers is determined as:
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Zi =

U& вх U& 2
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Z + Z6 .
=
= Z1
⋅ 2
I&i
I&i
Z 2 + Z5
Z2

(7)

If conditions Z1=R1, Z2=Z3=R2, Z5=Z6=1/jωС meets, so
the scheme Fig. 7 will reproduce the capacity
R
1
. In such code-controlled measure it can
Zi = 1 ⋅
R2 jωC
be used only code-controlled resistance box R1 , that
will have inherent disadvantages of code-controlled
resistance measures.
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Fig. 6. Scheme of reactance potentially-stable measure
E. Code-controlled measures of reactive resistance with loses

In practice RLC-measures of L and C–elements are
given by equivalent substitution scheme with loses.
Code-controlled measures, in which the values of
reactive and active resistance can be set, are required for
AMD metrological check (Fig. 7) [8, 11].

Fig. 7. Scheme of code-controlled box of complex values

The code-controlled box conductance value is
determined as:

U&
Currents values determined by the ratio I&1 = IN ;
Z1
U&
U& IN
U
I&3 = IN ,
I&11 =
;
I&9 = 4 . Complex
R3
R11 + R12
R9
conductance Yi simulated by the box can be presented as:
Yi =

(8)

where I&1 , I&3 , I&9 , I&11 – currents that flows through
reactive resistance Z1 and resistances R3 , R9, R11
accordingly.

(9)

From the expression (9) can be concluded, that codecontrolled box will imitate complex capacitive conductance
R R
under conditions 1 − 12 ⋅ 10 = 0 , Z2=R and Z1=1/jωC.
R9 R8
The capacitive component value of the complex resistance
can be settled by resistance change R9, and an active one by
resistance change R3. If we specify that Z1=R, Z2=1/jωC,
 R12 R10 
1
1
1 −
 = 0 , so by means of given
+
⋅
R R11 + R12 
R9 R8 
structure the inductive complex conductance can be
reproduced. The value of complex resistance inductive
component is set by code-change resistance R6, and
active by code-change R3 accordingly.
The peculiarity of analyzed structure (Fig. 7) [11] is
fundamental disadvantages common to all resistance codecontrolled boxes. Use of capacity simulator-measures based
on amplifiers with multi-loop feedback can lead to stability
loss and significant limitation of frequency band due to use
of differentiating feedback. Namely, present capacity and
resistance calibrators (boxes) do not meet up-to-date AMD
calibration requirements because of it have bad complex of
metrological characteristics.
IV. DEVELOPED ADMITTANCE
CODE-CONTROLLED MEASURE
To improve technical characteristics, it is proposed to
use simulators structures of RC-parameters that are
consists of single-value measures, code-controlled
voltage dividers (DAC) and active buffer cells (Fig. 8).
Input voltage Uі through transducer OA11 or OA12 is
fed to the entrance port of code-controlled voltage-ratio
divider CVR11 or CVR12, which transfer ratio reach a
value by internal code (by controller or by operator) in
output of the second amplifier ОA21 or OA22. Through
calibrating capacitor СN (or resistor RN) current flows IіС
(IіR) under condition that input current ОA11 or OA12 is
negligible,
U − U 2С
(10)
I = i
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U i − U 2R
= (1 − M ) ⋅ G N ⋅ U i ,
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(11)

and scheme simulated admittance Y will be determined
as sum of active YR and reactive YC admittance
components according to correlation: Y = YC + YR , where
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immediate control of admittance measurement metrological characteristics units of non-electrical nature
objects is one of the ways to solve this problem. For this
purpose, it was suggested to carry out analytical RCmeters channel measurement calibration by means of
intelligent devices based on code-controlled measures
whose values are determined by standard samples.
Substitution, compensation or differential methods can
be used during calibration of resistance measures.
The ways of impedance code-controlled measures
development were researched and the disadvantages
were identified. A structure for practical realization of
admittance (impedance) code-controlled measures based
on active simulators was proposed.
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